
ReDesign 
Your Work Space 

3 Steps for Designing a Work Space You'll LOVE 

www.youraestheticstyle.com 



Mood boards are a visual expression of a certain

feeling, vibe, or theme.  It should evoke different 

senses: taste, smell, sight etc.  

 

A vision board is for visualizing what you want to bring

into your reality. For example, an office vision board

would include images of actual work spaces you’d like

to have. 

Moodboard vs. Vision board 
What’s the difference??
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1) Answer the 5 questions (pg 6)

thinking of your work space. 

 

2) Find an image for each word.  

(TIP: Take time to find an image

that INSPIRES you and really

captures why you chose that word

to describe your office) 

 

3) Put all the images together in the

template (pg 6) and that’s your

mood board!

Design Your Work Space 
Mood board in 3 Steps!
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1) If your office was a drink, what kind of drink would it be? 
2) Which season would it be? 
3) Which city would it be? 
4) If your office was a flower, what kind of flower would it be? 
5) What kind of landscape would it be? 
6) What fragrance would it be? 

The perk of a template is
that you can change the
images around, to find
which ones complement
each other and make a
pretty collage! 
 
CLICK HERE to get the
templates 

CLICK HERE  to watch 

Mood Board Questions 

Mood Board 
Templates 

Mood board 
VIDEO TUTORIAL
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https://www.canva.com/design/DAC3E6nko48/KYhDGuSD7hdErPT7hRJ5xA/edit
https://zoom.us/recording/play/clVYBtvUNBF8uoh0uQfRsJOUrG0aIOJmvH3XERo5Pe2MuML2WO9U_Hydf__h-4v_?startTime=1525869390000


So you have your Mood Board... 
What's NEXT? 

1) Look at what you already have in your work space  that connects to the
vibe/theme from your mood board. 
 
2) Remove anything that doesn't inspire you from your current work space.
 
3) Rearrange. Less is more, focus first on items that best fit with your
theme.  Get creative about finding other ways to organize or relocate the
items you removed i.e. stored in a pretty box or in another closet. 
 
If you want to follow a more detailed design process. Join my FREE
Facebook community. There I have 4 Step Design Process (located in the
group files) that you can use to design ANY space. 
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http://www.facebook.com/groups/inspiredhomedeco

